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March 21,2018
Los Angeles City Council
c/o Office of the City Clerk
City Hall, Room 395
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Attention:

PLUM Committee

Dear Honorable Members:

ZWEBELL HOUSE; 4217-4221 AGNES AVENUE; CASE NO. CHC-2Q18-1Q99-HCM,
ENV-2018-1100-CE

At its meeting of March 15, 2018 the Cultural Heritage Commission took the actions below to include
the above-referenced property in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments, subject to adoption by the
City Council:
Determined that the proposed designation is categorically exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), pursuant to Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 and
Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 of the State CEQA Guidelines;
Determined that the property conforms with the definition of a Monument pursuant to
Section 22.171.7 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code; and
Recommended that the City Council consider and designate the subject property a
Historic-Cultural Monument; and
Adopted the staff attached report findings as the findings of the Commission.
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Moved:
Seconded:
Ayes:
Absent:

Kanner
Kennard
Barron, Milofsky
Buelna

Vote:
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Etta Armstrong, Commission Executive Assistant I
Cultural Heritage Commission

Time for Council to Act The Commission action will be transmitted to the City Council for
consideration. Pursuant to Section 22.171.10 (f) of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, the
Council may approve or disapprove in whole or in part an application or initiation for a proposed
designation of a Monument. The Council shall act in 90-days of the public hearing held before
the Commission. The 90-day time limit may be extended by the Council for good cause for a
maximum of 15 days. If the Council does not act on the application or initiation within this 105days total time limit, the application or initiation to designate a Monument shall be deemed to have
been denied. The Council may override a Commission recommendation of denial of Council
initiated designation by a minimum of 10-votes.

Enclosure:

Findings

ZWEBELL HOUSE
FINDINGS
(Adopted by the Cultural Heritage Commission on March 15, 2018)

• The Zwebell House "embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural-type
specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period, style or method of construction” as an
excellent example of American Colonial Revival residential architecture in Studio City.
• The Zwebell House “is a notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose
individual genius influenced his or her age” as a highly intact work by noted Los Angeles
based architectural designers Arthur and Nina Zwebell.
CRITERIA
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument as any site
(including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of particular historic or cultural
significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures or sites in which the broad cultural, economic,
or social history of the nation, State or community is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic
personages or with important events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the
distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose individual genius
influenced his age.
SUMMARY
The Zwebell House is a two-story, single-family residence with an attached garage located on Agnes Avenue
between Valleyheart Drive and Woodbridge Street in the Studio City neighborhood of Los Angeles. It was built
in 1937 by architectural designers Arthur and Nina Zwebell in the American Colonial Revival architectural style
for Arthur’s brother, Albert Zwebell. The building is one of three adjacent residences on the west side of Agnes
Avenue designed by the Zwebells for themselves and their family.
Rectangular in plan, the subject property is of wood frame construction with both wood clapboard siding and
brick cladding and has a steeply-pitched, side-gabled roof with composition shingles. The primary, east-facing
elevation consists of three separate volumes and features two recessed porches flanking a center volume that
has a bay window with divided lites and two gabled dormers with multilite wood windows. There are a pair of
French doors with fixed shutters that leads out to the northern porch and a large, multi-lite double-hung wood
window with fixed shutters that looks out onto the southern porch, adjacent to the primary entrance to the
building. A brick chimney is located on the north side of the center volume. The rear, west-facing elevation
features an enclosed patio with two sets of divide-lite tripartite windows and a pair of French doors with sidelites,
as well as a multi-lite, double-hung wood window with fixed shutters on the first floor. On the second level there
is a divided lite glass door that leads onto the roof of the porch and a series of small multi-lite wood windows.
Fenestration on the other elevations consist of multi-lite double-hung wood windows, multi-lite single hung wood
windows, multi-lite fixed wood windows, and multi-lite wood casements windows. Some of the features on the
interior include wood floors, built-in storage, window shutters, two brick fireplaces, and wood wall paneling. There
is also a tree growing in the middle of the enclosed rear patio.
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Arthur Bernard Zwebell was born on September 27, 1891, in Rock Valley, Iowa. Zwebell met and married Nina
Louise Wilcox, and the couple moved to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where Nina opened a decorating shop and
Arthur established a car dealership with his two brothers that focused on the manufacture of automobile related
inventions and aftermarket improvements. In the early 1920s, Arthur and Nina moved to Los Angeles and they
entered into a real estate development business through which they oversaw the design, construction, and
subsequent sale or leasing of income properties. At the same time, Nina Zwebell established an interior design
firm as well as a furniture factory, where she concurrently designed and produced period furniture throughout
the 1920s. Nina designed the interiors for all of their projects, and in many cases she created accompanying
furniture. Arthur Zwebell was not a licensed architect; however, in the early years of his business, he accepted
commissions for the design of single-family residences and hired architects and engineers to sign drawings.
Works by the Zwebells include: Quaint Village (1923, demolished); Village Court (1923, Hollywood, HCM #1153);
Mexican Village (1923, West Hollywood); Patio del Moro (1926, West Hollywood); the Andalusia Apartments
(1926, Hollywood, HCM #435); La Ronda (1927, West Hollywood); El Cabrillo Apartments (1928, Hollywood,
HCM #773); and Casa Laguna (1928, Los Feliz, HCM #832). Arthur Zwebell died on January 29, 1973, in Studio
City, and Nina Zwebell died on March 11, 1976, in Los Angeles.
The subject property retains a high degree of integrity and has experienced limited alterations that include the
addition of a bay window on the south elevation and the replacement of kitchen cabinets in 1986 as well as the
remodel of both bathrooms at an unknown date. Although no permit records exist, based on observations during
the site visit, staff believe that the rear porch was enclosed, columns were added to support the roof of the porch,
and there was an addition to the rear of the garage.
The citywide historic resources survey, SurveyLA, identified the subject property as eligible for
designation at the local, state, and national levels as a Contributor to the potential Agnes Avenue Residential
Historic District.
DISCUSSION
The Zwebell House successfully meets two of the Historic-Cultural Monument criteria.
The property “embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural-type specimen,
inherently valuable for study of a period, style, or method of construction” as an excellent example of American
Colonial Revival residential architecture in Studio City. The subject building exhibits many features characteristic
of the American Colonial Revival style, including the side-gabled roof, gabled roof dormers, wooden clapboard
siding, multi-lite double-hung wood windows, wooden shutters, recessed porches, and a decorative wrought-iron
fence.
The Zwebell House also “is a notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual genius
influenced his or her age” noted Los Angeles-based architectural designers Arthur and Nina Zwebell. The
Zwebells’ work was distinguished from that of their contemporaries through their attention to detail and
individuality in each design, judicious application of inventive planning principles and technological innovations,
and their self-contained business model, which allowed the couple to maintain control of design, construction,
and decoration from start to finish. While the Zwebells would eventually become most known in Los Angeles for
their courtyard apartment buildings, Arthur Zwebell started out his career designing single-family homes in
Beverly Hills and Pasadena. The subject property represents the summation of the Zwebells’ careers in
architectural design and was one of their final three projects, which consisted of the residences on Agnes Avenue
they built for themselves and their family members.
The subject property appears to be highly intact and retains a high level of integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
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CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) FINDINGS
State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 “consists of actions taken by regulatory
agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or
protection of the environment where the regulatory process involves procedures for protection of the
environment.”
State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 “consists of projects limited to
maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, conservation or reconstruction of
historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic
buildings.”
The designation of the Zwebell House as a Historic-Cultural Monument in accordance with Chapter 9, Article 1,
of The City of Los Angeles Administrative Code (“LAAC”) will ensure that future construction activities involving
the subject property are regulated in accordance with Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC. The purpose of the
designation is to prevent significant impacts to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the
standards set forth in the LAAC. Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending designation, the historic
significance and integrity of the subject property could be lost through incompatible alterations and new
construction and the demolition of an irreplaceable historic site/open space. The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation are expressly incorporated into the LAAC and provide standards concerning the
historically appropriate construction activities which will ensure the continued preservation of the subject
property.
The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed designation is consistent with the
goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and protecting the environment through the imposition of regulations
designed to prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural Monuments.
The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed designation is consistent with the
goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction of historic buildings and sites in
a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
Categorical Exemption ENV-2018-1100-CE was prepared on February 28, 2018.
BACKGROUND
On January 31, 2018, the Los Angeles City Council, acting upon a motion introduced by Councilmember Paul
Krekorian, initiated consideration of the subject property as an Historic-Cultural Monument worthy of
preservation. On February 22, 2018, a subcommittee of the Commission consisting of Commissioners Barron
and Kanner visited the property, accompanied by staff from the Office of Historic Resources.

